It's all about OIL again!
The Second American War against Babylon (Baghdad) was launched on a
civilization 4,800 years older than United States of America!

Puppets over Baghdad. – By Shadow Government, Washington, D.C.
George Walker Bush, Sr. was given a secret budget of $250 million in
1952, by the military-industrial complex, i.e. the Shadow Government,
to secure our 'most important product' – petroleum – about the only lesson
of history they've learned and honored, from the mistakes of the Third Reich:
to secure energy in advance for any future eventuality, therefrom OPEC, which has
grounded the warmonger over the War of the Worlds:
The WAR on TERROR, i.e. is a War on Islam!
That's a lesson unlearned; the Templars and Gothic/Germanic Heraldry lost it in
Jerusalem in the war with Saladin, end of 12th century Middle-East conflict for which
there seems NOT to be any resolution by the same culprit, the totalitarian Anglo-Saxon!
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Warfare Quotes…
Of the twenty-two civilizations that have appeared in history, nineteen of them collapsed
when they reached the moral state the United States is in now.

— Arnold Toynbee
• “A time will come when a politician who has willfully made war and promoted
international dissension will be as sure of the dock [criminal trial] and much surer of the
noose [capital punishment] than a private homicide. It is not reasonable that those who
gamble with men's lives should not stake their own.”
— Herbert George (H. G.) Wells (1866-1946).
• "The West won the world not by the superiority of its ideas or values or religion but
rather by its superiority in applying organized violence. Westerners often forget this fact,
non-Westerners never do."
— Samuel P. Huntington.
• "You assist an evil system most effectively by obeying its orders and decrees.
An evil system never deserves such allegiance.
Allegiance to it means partaking of the evil.
A good person will resist an evil system with his or her whole soul."
— Gandhi
• “How are nations ruled and led into war? Politicians lie to journalists and then believe
those lies when they see them in print.”
—Austrian journalist Karl Kraus, explaining the causes of the 1914-1918
World War, cited at “The Best War Ever.”
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